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Preparing Smart Grids for 
IP/MPLS Networks
By Yuquan Zou, Network Architect, Huawei Fixed Network Product Line

O n the morning of March 20, 2015, the Northern Hemisphere 
experienced a total solar eclipse. To astronomy fans, the 
eclipse was exciting; however, due to the quality of their grid 

management protocols, for the operators of Photovoltaic (PV) power 
grids, the temporary loss of direct sunshine was just another day at the 
office.

By the end of 2014, Germany had installed on the order of 1.5 mil-
lion PV systems with a capacity of 38.5 GW, leading Europe and the 
world with 26 percent of all the PV capacity on earth and producing 
more than 30 percent of the nation’s renewable electricity. During the 
sunniest hours of the year, Germany’s PV systems provide up to 50 per-
cent of the country’s supply of electricity.

Prior to the 2015 solar eclipse, experts had predicted that a solar 
concealment event would result in “nothing interesting” for the European 
power grid. Per expectations, German PV systems managed to handle the 
steep ramp-down that began at 9:28 am. As the eclipse progressed, the 
electricity output of the German PV system plummeted by 1.2 GW — an 
effect equivalent to taking 10 nuclear power plants off-line simultane-
ously.

With the reappearance of full sun at noon, the PV systems had re-
stored 1.9 GW of electrical power to the grid, the equivalent of nearly 
20 nuclear power plants. In the end, this wide fluctuation of solar power 
posed no serious threat to power supply stability.

Intelligent Communications at Work
Smart Grids are making a worldwide contribution to the planning and imple-
mentation of progressive policies that support the advancement of national 
and regional electricity utilities. Unlike conventional power grids, Smart 
Grids make full use of advanced ICT technologies by enabling dependable, 
high-speed two-way communication channels for operation and manage-
ment. Sensor-based measurement and control methods are combined with 
sophisticated ICT platforms that achieve reliable, cost-effective power grids 
that are secure, efficient, and environmentally friendly.

Electricity production and delivery is a real-time process in which con-
sumption drives generation, transmission, and transformation in a dynamic 
equilibrium. Traditional grids provide a unidirectional flow from large-scale 
generators to end-users over high-, medium-, and low-voltage distribution 
lines — and, the majority of low- and medium-voltage circuits need mini-
mum communication coverage. It is the addition of decentralized, renew-
able electricity generators — PV and wind — that require the expansion of 
intelligent control networks to manage the flow of energy from intermittent, 
often unstable, sources to and from large-scale storage fabrics and live trans-
mission lines.

Smart Dispatching
Electric utilities are focused on implementing smart dispatching to expand 
command and control coverage, optimize real-time performance, and pro-
mote the intelligent use of electricity. The adoption of ICT solutions is an 
essential component to achieve these objectives.

Dispatching services include relay protection, Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA), electricity metering, and a dispatching 
telephone system. These services have low requirements on bandwidth but 
demand reliability and real-time performance. Power-line communication 
networks have traditionally been constructed using Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy (SDH) circuit switching. As more Smart Grids and digital substa-

tions appear, SCADA 
and dispatching tele-
phone systems are grad-
ually transitioning to IP-
based communication 
platforms that, in turn, 
support the introduction 
of new services such as 
wide-area Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and wide-area 
System Protection Schemes (SPSs).

Huawei Empowers Intelligent Dispatching
To help Smart Grid operators implement intelligent dispatching, Huawei 
has launched the Smart Grid IP/MPLS Communication Solution. This 
solution supplements traditional communications functions with a flexible 
connectivity platform that handles the emergence of new access points, 
such as distributed power generation, large-capacity electricity storage 

Huawei’s automated management tools help users migrate services quickly while ensuring service continuity and stability. Simplified	visual	interfaces	significantly	reduce	the	cost	of	IP	network	O&M.
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systems, and electric vehicle charging stations. Each of these components is 
designed to conveniently integrate with intelligent dispatching.

• Carrier reliability: The Huawei IP/MPLS communications network 
uses IP hard pipes to ensure secure and reliable real-time performance for 
Smart Grid dispatch communications. So, even when the network is con-
gested, high-quality core services experience less than 5 ms transmission 
delays. This network solution also provides comprehensive equipment-level 
protection and end-to-end network-level protection so that fail-over services 
can be switched over within 50 ms of fault detection.

Huawei developed its own hard pipe technology for high-value cus-
tomers to assure that strict, end-to-end jitter and delay requirements are met 
for relay protection services. Physically isolated in hardware, IP hard pipes 
deliver network performance at levels nearly equal to Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy (SDH) technology. The deployment of hard pipe planes on IP/
MPLS networks guarantees service-specific bandwidth completely free 
from congestion.

• Efficiency and flexibility:  The Huawei IP/MPLS communications 
network includes a statistical multiplexing resource that improves packet 
channel network utilization by performing flexible Ethernet service process-
ing. The solution provides quick, reliable protection for “Ethernet private 
Line” (E-Line) and “Ethernet transparent LAN” (E-LAN) services.

China National Petroleum Corporation 
Transitions to IPv6
By Yang Liu, Key Enterprise Market & Solutions Sales Department, Huawei Enterprise Business Group

C hina National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) is China’s largest oil 
and gas producer, a major international oilfield services provider, 
and an engineering construction contractor. With operations in 

nearly 70 countries, CNPC is active in exploration, refining, storage, transpor-
tation, engineering services, and trading.

The two major challenges facing CNPC, and oil and gas enterprises in 
general, are that crude oil and natural gas are becoming increasingly scarce, 
and that market competition is intensifying.

Worldwide, the oil and gas industry is growing increasingly automated. 
The system-wide addition of networked sensors at every measurement and 
control-point has brought the entire industry to the threshold of creating a 
ubiquitous Internet of Things (IoT) for oil and gas production and distribution. 
It is within this context that CNPC chose to enhance their competitiveness by 
upgrading their digitized production automation platform to a fully intelligent 
solution.

Limits of IPv4
IoT-enabled oilfields rely on intelligent infrastructures built on the integra-
tion of information and communications components. For legacy plants, like 
CNPC that have developed their digital automation capabilities step-by-step, 
one of the primary technical issues standing in the way of a fully realized IoT 
environment are the communication networks based on the IPv4 address pro-
tocol. Because the inventory of available IPv4 addresses has been exhausted, 
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Using an IPv6 IoT network, CNPC has simplified network O&M, and boosted 
the rates of oil and gas recovery. >>

the requirements for a complete IoT solution are impossible to meet using this 
old protocol.

In the production areas where IPv4 has seen continued use, address-block 
allocations are often discontinuous, which force artificially higher Opera-
tions and Management (O&M) costs. In addition, shared physical connections 
between production networks and office networks have a negative impact on 
service quality and security.

For all practical purposes, IPv6 breaks the limitations of overextended 
IPv4 networks by having an unlimited number of IP addresses. IPv6 is highly 

These features solve the lower efficiency of Traditional Time-Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) networks, which also lack flexibility in Ethernet ser-
vice dispatching.

• Powerful O&M: The Huawei IP/MPLS communications network 
implements the U2000 unified Network Management System (NMS) to man-
age transmission, access, and routing equipment. U2000 provides an O&M 
dashboard that is derived from Huawei’s SDH network interface and provides 
visualized IP network management and one-stop services deployment. Hua-
wei’s IP Flow Performance Measurement (IP FPM) function precisely detects 
packet loss ratios and signal path delays in real time to help users quickly 
locate faults in their networks. The uTraffic tool monitors and analyzes end-
to-end service performance and provides users with detailed data analysis and 
network O&M reports referenced to published specifications.

Huawei’s automated management tools help users migrate services 
quickly while ensuring service continuity and stability. Simplified visual 
interfaces significantly reduce the cost of IP network O&M.

The Huawei Smart Grid IP/MPLS Communications Solution supports 
uniform access to many types of information services — including packet-
switched services needed for intelligent dispatching and a full range of low 
bit-rate management services over the live distribution network — for the 
electric power industry.▲




